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Current developments over BCA-activities (first half of the 2020),
occurred within the scientific life of Biocosmological Association
A. Additional materials to the Socratic Dialogue
previously held with Prof. Rudolf Klimek
(published in the BCnA : Vol. 9, Nos. 3&4, Summer/Autumn 2019: pp. 218–229)1;

B. New shape to the cover of the book on “Information Medicine”
(originally published in the BCnA : Vol. 9, Nos. 3&4, Summer/Autumn 2019:
pp. 370–495); and now prepared for the printed re-edition).

A. Additional materials to the Socratic Dialogue previously held with Prof.
Rudolf Klimek2
Man’s self-portrait image on Turin Shroud
KK. Many millions of US dollar equivalents were spent preserving, studying and
exhibiting the very burial sheet with a picture of the photographic negative of a man
with many features paralleling the crucifixion. He had been taken down from the cross
and placed in a tomb, wrapped up in a shroud. The Shroud showed details with a
clearer, more natural appearance than the visually observed image on the burial cloth,
because the crucified and resurrected image of Jesus Christ certainly is not the result
of any external intelligent force to do so. According to John Paul II it is right to foster
an awareness of the precious value of this image, which everyone sees and no one at
present can explain. There is a perfect match between the bloodstains of the Shroud of
Turin and the face cloth that had been on Jesus’ head (Greek: sudarium), i.e. a
supernatural (beyond the observable physical world) image of crucified man.
RK. The body image literally lies only on the very top exposed fibers of the weft
thread, leaving the unexposed fibers of the threads of the weave unchanged.
Furthermore, they show a uniform straw yellow coloration, which cannot be removed
by rubbing or brushing with probe. Also the blood marks are not painted images.
Therefore, the mechanism involved some type of radiation from the human body to a
cloth surface draped over the body as collimated process producing an image, being
inversely proportional to the distance between the body and draped cloth surface.
See: Information equation E =i mc2 of cosmic beings – 20 questions to professor Rudolf Klimek:
the president, World Information University; in the style of Socratic dialogue // Biocosmology –
neo-Aristotelism Vol. 9, Nos. 3&4 (Summer/Autumn 2019): pp. 218–229.
2
Devoted to the issue of “Man’s self-portrait image on Turin Shroud” (touched upon in the Q20 of
the original Dialogue, on p. 229; but afterwards which has received the additional development.
1
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KK. So, the image is seen at points where there is no contact between the two
surfaces (non-contact transfer mechanism). Also none of the known artistic copies
show any of the forensic or image characteristics that typify the Stroud of Turin, whose
nature for a long time still remains as mystery of invisible God or only as one of many
published hypotheses, e.g. painting, acid pigmentation, medieval photography, dusttransfer technique, bas-relief, biochemical reaction, energy source, ultraviolet radiation
or even burial ointments.
RK. Now fortunately the interpersonal communication has to be perceived in the
categories of information feedback (E =i mc2) as an explanation of each mystery,
including the origin of first known and the most important God’s self-portrait image as
informgraph appeared on Jesus' burial cloths! This image is the first known
informgraph created as a result of resonance of information rays coming from Jesus
with an information pattern formation, covering a layer of linen cloth adjacent to the
body just 200 nm thick (by the way – this is 5,000 times smaller than a dot at end of
this sentence: .), and corresponding to the cell thickness of the wall of a single flax
fiber and – what is very important – without affecting further layers of fabric! Today,
even almost invisible changes can be transformed into three-dimensional shapes,
photographed and reproduced. What's more, a few meters away from the canvas, there
is a clear three-dimensional visualization of a lying bearded man. Finally, the shroud
features images of as many as 28 flowers from species currently growing in the vicinity
of Jerusalem. One of them can be collected only in the afternoon (between 3 p.m. and
4 p.m.) and based on this, some people claim to know when the body was placed in the
grave within an hour's accuracy. On the other hand, based on the location of the traces
of injuries on the canvas, the vertical position of the corpse was accurately determined
for an hour and then for 5 minutes horizontally with the face up after being removed
from the cross, as well as the origin of the spots from bleeding before and after death,
most of which are plasma mixed with blood in 6 : 1 ratio.
KK. The Shroud is evidence of a great crime against a unique person, examined
by the world's greatest authorities along with the establishment of a new field of
knowledge called Syndology, and covering a huge range of various specialists with the
latest technology. For centuries, the mechanism of the creation of these images could
not be explained until the basic views on the structure of the universe were changed,
because when limited to its material interpretation, they simply did not take into
account the basic information and the main component of the biocosmos next to matter
and energy.
RK. The purpose of all changes in Nature is to realize in each being the perfection
of its information as an resonance feedback: input =i output, e.g. the eyes testifies the
emotional human state in the categories of information feedback (E =I mc2) as an
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exchange of verbal, vocal and also non-verbal signals (symbols) in a given situational
context. Sight, light, color and form themselves are not only the names of the original
parts of the information spacetime [1], because etymologically “information” (from
Latin informare – to form or transform) means both the act of informing and the action
of giving the form to the being, thus realizing its natural state and a development.
Similarly, the word ‘being’ denotes the entirety of everything that exists in the essential
or/and existential sense, which can be identificable both as the whole of the universe
(biocosmos) or as the quantum form of any part of it. Man for centuries did not take
into account even the possibility of penetration through opaque objects newly
rediscovered informational rays and patterns in the whole cosmic space-time whose
information can be separated from the material-energy waves of light composed of
photons. The visual informative rays follow in every place of space and by resonance
with analogous cosmic information patterns may create an informgraph of the original
object [2,3]. For example, the phenomenon of resonance is commonly used in imaging
the internal state of the body by means of nuclear magnetic resonance, where the
electromagnetic waves lead to technically resonant only atoms of selected elements. In
the same manner the whole person resonates to an even single word [4].
KK. Practically everyone can see own silhouette visible in the mirror. Visible
picture does not contain any single atom of the human body, but man may record this
rise or disappearance. Each mirror image emerges thanks to resonating informational
field (“pattern information”) in place of observer's localization, wherein the
information rays coming from real object meet the sight rays from eyes, having the
identical characteristics. The informational images, as the effect of resonance within
local information pattern of the viewer or video place are not only electromagnetic
waves, which can be fixed technically (e.g. photographed). Information rays is the
bidirectional transparent event and therefore for man hidden, but existing in any object
among its elements as not visible but a potential attribute.
RK. Every structure or process (being) in the universe contains in its cause
information, which in the cause-effect feedback is a desired in the cause-effect
feedback and immediately afterwards in created effect (E =i mc2). Now after nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging technology was introduced it is possible to view a threedimensional image of a body cell's inner states. whose individual form also applies to
a person's psychological and social life, e.g. in the form of informative disease
(informatonosis). For instance, lies, telling untruths, or concealment destroy the
motivated human behavior, whose quintessence are information rays and patterns! This
illness can also be caused by abandoning the hitherto successful methods of monitoring
the intra-uterine development of the child by the increased risk of a change of the
physiological progress of the pregnancy into pathological obstetric incidents.
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KK. Peoples are most effectively protected by living according to autoteological
principles, which means that man acts in accordance with their own and socially
acceptable ethical and moral values. For example, man instead of the exchange of
products and services for money (e.g. coins) unfortunately began to use only
information of their values, but money indirectly still is associated with social life
through the existence and work of individuals.
RK. Medicine is one of those unique areas of human activity, in which not only
its subject is at the same time the subject of interest, but mainly all the theoretical
(cognitive) achievements are directly connected with the art of the possible protection
of life and restoring people to health. The scope of the means for this purpose is huge,
ranging from single wordsand/orgestures, and ending with the use of space equipment.
In this perspective, medicine seems to be the queen of all sciences, which obliges
doctors and patients to continuously track the progress of general knowledge and its
technological use.
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B. New shape to the cover of the book on “Information Medicine” (see below)
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Preface
Medicine is the most important human domain dealing with theoretical principles how to
protect or restore personal health and simultaneously applying them into practice, what is
prescribed in the book “Psychoneurocybernetic conquest of carcinogenesis and cancers”
(published by Nova Science Publishers, Inc. New York 2015), which content was the main
subject of the electronic world congress “Biocosmology and Cancer” in Cracow, printed
successfully in the electronic journal “Biocosmology and neo-Aristotelism” [vol. 7(1,2,3/4)
2017, vol.8(1,2): 1–262]. The monograph “Information Medicine” is based also on the
video-document of this congress (http://tiny.pl/gnzdk – lectures Konstantin S. Khroutski,
Rudolf Klimek, Karl Kratky, Xiaoting Liu, Josef Bremer, Peter Heusser, Walter Kofler,
Joseph G. Schenker, Piotr Karocki), promoting goal to bridge gaps between the expansion
of information and its implantation in medical practice.
The field of the congress compassed a wide spectrum of subject from medicine of health
to the cosmic technology, which was inaugurateted by the collective articles of J. Bremer,
K.S. Khroutski, R. Klimek, R. Tadeusiewucz and J.G. Schenker. Upon multi years own
experiences the Authors presented the primary significance of human lifestyle in the
formation and progress of social health along with importance of caring about the
environment inhabited by people. They have summarized the public reactions to historic
discovery of natural thermodynamic cause of cancer and infertility as well as the obstetrical
prevention and psycho-neuroendocrine therapy of all diseases thus updated their earlier
editions. This monograph should be of special interest to physicians, health-care givers and
laymen, who cares about ethics in medicine, closely linked to certain human behaviors and
procreation, e.g. now over 30% caesarean deliveries are performed simply due to maternal
request, what incurred several risks none only for the baby, but also are related to appearance
of cervical cancer of mother [K.S. Khroutski, R. Klimek Biocosmological definition of
information and its naturalist causative significance. Biocosmology – neo-Aristotelism
2018, vol.8 (2): 204–262; J.G. Schenker et al. (eds.) Reproductive Medicine for Clinical
Practice. Springer V. (2018)].
Infertility and cancers pertain to natural phenomena which, in contrast to common belief
about their dramatic meaning, actually safeguard the existence of Homo sapiens. Infertility
concerns about 20% of sexual partners in equal measure responsible for the lack of the desired
offspring and can even concern a pair of healthy people, who exceptionally only in that
relationship cannot have children. Both phenomena are linked by their inception from a single
cell, every time selected from millions of gametes or from somatic cells endangered by the
cessation of their metabolism, in which the whole multicellular organism is involved. Each
cell grows in multicellular host organism, but the cardinal fact is the means by which cancer
kills normal cells destroying healthy tissues, i.e. increasing dissipation of matter, information
and energy in its environment. The essence of knowledge lies as much in a methodology of
reaching the truth as in any view of what form that truth might ultimately take.
Each word is the informational part of world connected with individual person as
man is quantum of human verbal world, which unifies people with transcendent beings,
and that the Cosmos and the Earth are living entities of high complexity. Myth as a story about
super-human beings of an earlier age existed in all preliterate societies to explain how
universe came into existence and consists or to express the invisible power and invisible life?
The observable universe is composed almost entirely of ordinary matter, but the whole
Universe seems to be made of 4.9% atomic matter, 26.6% dark matter and 69.5% dark energy.
The problem of matter and antimatter in the visible universe becomes now solved by the massBIOCOSMOLOGY – NEO-ARISTOTELISM
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information-energy equivalence equation that is E =i mc2, since the amount of the released
energy is usually proportional to the total mass of the collided matter and antimatter. The
equal sign raised to the power of information (= i) defines the information of each being,
because it belongs to its cause and is already part of its effect. The existence of bidirectional
information rays and patterns coming from the body has been used to explain many medical
problems, in which quantum effects are often hidden by random atomic movements. In
extreme cold (close to absolute zero) quantum physics suddenly becomes visible when all
moving particles cease. However, we do not “see” the words, but we recognize the person
speaking in the mirror as visible effect of information rays. What’s more, seemingly having
no material component, the words can have the power to act if the person receiving them
reacts to them with their behavior under the influence of the environment in accordance with
the informational cosmic unity. Such expanding understanding of the
psychoneurothermodynamic pathogenesis of diseases has brought medicine to a new age of
prevention and therapy directed against multiple characteristics of cancer cells to prevent
cancer development and the elimination of new cancer cells before they form clinically
evident disease, which is generally considered fatal illness because its full symptoms can be
seen only in the last period of an individual human life. But it is forgotten that only 5% of
cancers exist in the absence of other diseases and in addition relate to the aging of the body
what is important from the therapeutic point of view. The modern therapeutic aim is not only
to destroy cancer cells without harming healthy tissues, but about strengthening the fight
already in precancerous cells on the basis of the whole thermodynamic knowledge of
material- informational-energetic equivalency.
Time and space primarily belong to the informational reality as e.g. perceived by
people love, fear, hatred, jealousy, self-awareness, etc. Each of these feelings has a beginning
and its conditions, as all the events and their perceived causes and sources, e.g. the verbal
aspect cannot be separated from the body language, covering gestures, facial expressions,
body posture and the timbre of the voice, and even yawning and grunts. Man also for centuries
was accustomed to light rays penetrating through only the transparent structures, and did not
take into account the possibility of penetration even through opaque objects newly discovered
in the twentieth century the radiation of neutrinos, and now gravitational and finally
informational rays. New thermodynamic dissipative model of cancer has also proved to
explain psychosis (e.g. Schizophrenia) as well as socio-economic crises in which money, like
cancer for the life of individual cells – acts as an alternative end for the social life of man.
The more humans know reality of the world, the more they know themselves in their
uniqueness, with the question of the meaning of things and of their very existence. These are
the questions which we find in the writings of Confucius and Lao-Tze, in the sacred writings
of Israel, Christianity, in the Veda and the Avesta and in the philosophical writings of Plato
and Aristotle. Although times change and knowledge increases, it is possible to discern a core
of philosophical insight within the history of thought as a whole. Certain fundamental moral
norms are shared by all. Thus beyond different schools of thought, there exists a body of
knowledge which may be judged a kind of spiritual heritage of humanity. Yet the positive
results achieved must not obscure the fact that reason, in its one- sided concern to investigate
human subjectivity, seems to have forgotten that men and women are always called to direct
their steps towards a truth which transcends them.
Information medicine in every country must be considered as a social system
comprised of individual people as living subsystems, co- creating the inner state of human
verbal world. According to W. Korohoda the most important thing is to introduce to medicine
very useful concepts of medical thermodynamics by informative recognition of
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morphological and energetic informational changes concerning all cellular form of life,
leaving subcellular details to theoreticians, since they are not directly available for a physician
in his practice. The cellular form of life is the dividing line separating applied medicine
(practice) from theoretical medicine, at the same time being the basis for understanding
etiopathogenesis of diseases due to modern technologies which armed physicians with a
toolbox for monitoring human health and diagnosis of diseases at molecular level. Lately, the
recognition of cancer as “Caesar of all diseases” has gained new importance when the
biography of cervical cancer, originally known as mothers’ cancer and/or premature sexual
intercourse cancer, was linked with the termination of pregnancy via cesarean section
performed without obstetric indications. Preventing the plague of cesarean sections serves as
an example of oncological prevention. In treating patients, doctors use scalpels, lasers,
radioactive radiation and poisons as effective tools, part of which is also language, made up
of words, which are understandable by persons. The word itself is even enough when treating
the informatonoses. Therefore, a special place is taken by heredity and the upbringing of a
person, who, due to her/his free will, lives according to own autoteleological scale of values
and rules of human social life.
Our book we address not only to medical profession, but first of all to the public at large
what can be seen from its contents and references as well as its video documentation in
internet. Therefore, I desire to acknowledge the help and friendship received from so many
P.T. Scientists who have contributed to this publication aiming that every person could
understand the significance of health and the primary significance of own life style in the
formation and progress of diseases.
Information Medicine is dedicated to All P.T. Members of the International Academy of
Human Reproduction and the Editorial Board of Biocosmology – Neo-Aristotelism (and
the BCA associates), as well as to the Magnificent Rectors P.T. Krzysztof Penderecki and
Ryszard Tadeusiewicz, who as professors personifying resp. energy and matter.
Cracow-Zakopane Harenda
24.12.2018
Rudolf Klimek
E =i mc2
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Concentrate your vision on the 4 small dots in middle of the picture for about 35 seconds and then
take a look at any smooth white surface (wall or paper) where a circle of light will develop and after
blinking your eyes a couple of times you will see a man’s picture as a results of informational
resonance of sight rays with local information patterns.
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